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ABSTRACT 
Across an aggregation of EuSpRIG presentation papers, two maxims hold true: spreadsheets 
models are akin to software, yet spreadsheet developers are not software engineers. As such, 
the lack of traditional software engineering tools and protocols invites a higher rate of error 
in the end result. This paper lays ground work for spreadsheet modelling professionals to 
develop reproducible audit tools using freely available, open source packages built with the 
Python programming language, enabling stakeholders to develop clearly defined model 
“oracles” with which to test and audit spreadsheet calculations against. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Increasingly, publications focused on spreadsheet risk – whether from EuSpRIG, or project 
finance modelling books – have begun to lean towards a modelling methodology that uses 
combinations of array formulas and array-level range names [Swan, 2016]. Other approaches 
to spreadsheet modelling such as the FAST standard propose otherwise, favoring an arguably 
more readable approach with the use of names only as they apply to external links[FAST, 
2017]. 
The human error of spreadsheet modelling has been well established. EuSpRIG’s Horror 
Stories [EuSpRIG, 2017] provide accounts of significant financial loss due to spreadsheet 
error. Additional research has further recognized these errors, and makes calls for additional 
testing, particularly in larger spreadsheet models where the likelihood of at least one per-cell 
error is significantly higher [Panko, 2015]. 
Outside of the spreadsheet community, the Python programming language has grown 
significantly in user adoption in large part due to its easy to use syntax, and the strength of the 
open source computing libraries built on top of it. One of the more recent innovations for the 
language is that of the Jupyter Notebook: a highly interactive computing environment with a 
user-friendliness similar to that of Excel’s. 
Though Python’s modelling applications have traditionally focused on quant finance and data 
science, the user-friendliness of its Jupyter Notebook interface, high quality computing and 
code-testing packages, and (as of recent) strong integration with Excel, make it a prime 
candidate for replicating modules of detailed financial models, which may be developed once, 
and reused in a fashion 
This paper defines an introductory approach for spreadsheet professionals to learn to utilize 
Python’s numerical capabilities by creating a simple financial model in MS Excel, and 
developing the same model in Python which may be used as an oracle to test spreadsheet 
calculations against. With less effort than likely imagined by those unfamiliar with the 
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language, spreadsheet developers can create a comprehensive library of Python-based tools to 
test spreadsheet results across numerous disciplines. 
2. PREVOUSLY PRESCRIBED SOLUTIONS 
At a single spreadsheet analysis level, Aurigemma and Panko classify spreadsheet error 
detection protocols across three categories: testing (a tool traditionally used in software 
engineering), inspection, and spreadsheet static analysis tools (SSATs). 
Inspection is a particularly cost and labor-intensive process: it requires teams of employees to 
inspect code cell-by-cell at multiple intervals in order to prevent cognitive fatigue, and missed 
results. Even then, this process only yields an error detection result range of 60-80% under the 
most optimal of circumstances [Aurigemma and Panko, 2010]. 
SSATs take a different approach. As software – usually in the form of Excel add-ins – SSATs 
use various tools such as pattern matching and visual mapping in order topoint a user to likely 
problematic cells. 
Across numerous tests, SSATs have shown to work in a similar degree of accuracy compared 
to the more labor-intensive inspection protocols, yet question remains about specifically what 
errors they perform well in detecting, and furthermore, results across tools lack in 
consistency. Kulesz and Ostberg describe this lack of unification in results as an issue of 
different tools, different configurations, different ways of showing output, but most 
importantly, different hidden software assumptions that provide different results for even the 
most-simple of patterns such as “constants in formulas” errors. Furthermore, certain SSATs 
run into trouble with Excel version upgrades; the authors call for tool vendors to decouple the 
core audit/inspection functions from the front-end (interface-level) execution environment, 
and they find only two tools which do so [Kulesz and Ostberg, 2013]. 
A third protocol prescribed by Aurigemma and Panko is the practice of testing where 
spreadsheets would be tested against calculations provided by an oracle model. Aurigemma 
and Panko note that while testing may be one of the better ways to confirm the accuracy of a 
model in question, the Excel environment does not provide much in the way of testing tools; 
as such, the testing of complex spreadsheets would require rebuilding another complex 
spreadsheet – an oracle – to test against. Again, this approach proves labor intensive. Given 
the combinatorial complexity of large, complex spreadsheets with many inputs and 
calculations performed, oracles developed in order to test complex spreadsheets may be prone 
to the same or different errors originally conceived, delivering a lack of clarity as to which 
spreadsheet actually provides the proper results [Aurigemma and Panko, 2010]. 
Shubbak and Thorne approach the spreadsheet error problem from an organizational level by 
developing a program which assessesrisks of spreadsheets within an organization, in an effort 
to provide decision-makers or auditors with the most important spreadsheets to place their 
focus on. A key issue, the authors note, is that of redundancy, and a lack of centralization. 
Due to the ease of developing spreadsheets, end users often opt to re-develop their own 
implementations of existing tools, rather than use an organization’s previously built tool 
which may serve the same purpose. The lack of quick and easy clarity of someone else’s 
spreadsheet logic, especially when sheets of a higher complexity are developed, creates 
redundancy within an organization’s spreadsheet software repository. An alternative issue 
may be those issues of frequent use. The lack of a strong version control system, and/or 
documentation to accompany spreadsheet-based tools within the Excel framework provides a 
lack of clarity in where and how spreadsheets have been edited. This creates not only a lack of 
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clarity for calculations, but a lack of clarity as to the model’s input assumptions as well. 
[Shubbak and Thorne, 2015]  
The solutions prescribed above are not without their merits, yet each method attempts to 
mitigate errors derived largely from a tension between the notion that “spreadsheets are 
software and should be developedaccording as such” and the notion that “spreadsheet-authors 
are not programmers and would not concern themselves with such traditional development 
practices” [Ayalew et al., 2000]. Implicit in almost every paper is the notion that spreadsheets 
are used as alternatives to programming languages due to their lack of (perceived) 
complexity, and ease of use. 
3. OPEN SOURCE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO PRESCRIBED SOLUTIONS 
Recent innovations the open source programming language, Python, have made significant 
inroads in bridging the gap between the software development flexibility, and interactive 
user-friendliness. Previously, many programming languages (VBA included) have lacked a 
strong, user-friendly interface for interactive computing. The development of an interface 
called the Jupyter Notebook enables the user to run calculations in a simple, documentable 
fashion. While the topic of this paper will later focus on the use of the Notebook platform to 
develop an oracle, further discussion of open source technology is warranted to provide a 
complete discussion to the previously discussed solutions in section 2. 
Shubbak and Thorne describe centralization as one possible technical solution to mitigating 
spreadsheet error risk, however they state that this may incur risks of its own owing in part to 
new environments being unsuitable to artefacts in most organizations. Additionally, they 
describe how when a spreadsheet is used and modified by multiple users, the risk of error 
increases due to the possible changes performed on the sheet [Shubbak and Thorne 2015]. 
Implicitly, this is a version control issue: the Excel environment lacks a strong system for 
tracking and managing changes. In the programming community (open or closed source), 
centralization and version control are the rule rather than the exception. Platforms such as 
Github and Bitbucket allow an enterprise to publicly or privately manage their entire 
codebase from a central location, with changes tracked by user, often with descriptions 
(depending on internal policy), at every update. These de-facto practices and environments 
represent a significant departure from the Excel and VBA-related environments. 
The previously cited papers have concluded that SSATs work to a reasonable, yet non-
comprehensive degree of accuracy. As Kulesz and Ostberg note, the applications present 
differences in results for even simple pattern matchings due specifically to a program’s 
inexplicit assumptions and exceptions on how to treat various errors [Kulesz and Ostberg, 
2013]. This is a problem that can be easily remedied by the open-sourcing of an 
audit/inspection engine to provide a base standard of unification from which third party, 
topic-specific solutions can be built from. Should such an open source solution be 
implemented, the userbase would additionally unlock access to the well-documented machine 
learning analytics packages which lay central to the Python language’s data analysis power. In 
doing so, programs may better develop predictions and classifications within spreadsheets, 
given a proper corpus of data, whether privately by an audit company, or publicly through 
known spreadsheet repositories.  
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4. METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Overview of Approach & Goals 
With an end goal of developing a library of Python functions with which to test future 
spreadsheet models against – referenced hereafter as the oracle, this paper will explore a 
possible path of recreating spreadsheet calculations in the Python language, and then define 
an approach to auditing such calculations within the spreadsheet itself. While the approach 
below begins by building an auditing toolkit by taking a pre-existing Excel-based oracle(one 
which we assume to be correct), and replicates it in Python, this paper intends to showcase the 
clarity of the calculations being performed in the Python language itself. After replicating and 
validating the model described below, this paper will intentionally introduce an error into the 
spreadsheet calculations, and utilize one possible approach of identifying where this error 
occurs. 
Both files may be downloaded from the author’s website: 
http://www.triviumfinancialgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/eusprig_solar.zip.  
4.2 Example to be Used 
This example will showcase time-flexible calculations of EBITDA for a solar power purchase 
agreement, given the following inputs: 
• Monthly Avg. Solar Irradiance (kWh/m2) 
• Plant Capacity/Size (kWp) 
• Derate Factor (%) 
• Annual Plant Degradation Rate (%) 
• PPA Sales Price ($/kWh) 
• Operations & Maintenance Costs ($/kWh) 
• Inflation Rate for PPA Escalation and Operational Expenditures (%) 
4.3 Setting Up the Spreadsheet Model 
The spreadsheet setup of this model is show below, and the following walk through will begin 
with the exhibit name first, followed by a description and the corresponding image. 
Spreadsheet Inputs are distinguished between Model Inputs, which will apply to both the 
spreadsheet and the Python versioning. Spreadsheet inputs will only be required locally for 
the spreadsheet model. Certain inputs in Excel have been named for ease of access in Python. 
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Exhibit 4.1: Model Timing with Masks and Operational Inputs 
 
 
4.4 Modeling the Net Power Generation 
The solar irradiance table (G26:O37 below) shows the total irradiance (the sun’s resource 
available to be transformed into energy by the solar plant) per period by making use of an 
INDEX lookup function, and is multiplied by the operating mask in row 11 of the timing 
section (above) for each corresponding period. While laying a month-by-calculation out in a 
table might be unnecessary for a monthly model, these tables quickly become useful when 
periods consisting of multiple months (quarters, semi-annual, etc.) are to be applied. These 
figures are summed in row 38, and multiplied by the plant size, and by the derate factor (the 
loss of power conversion from DC to AC)in order to compute Nominal Generation. Nominal 
Generation is then divided by a Degradation Index to compute the Net Power Generation of a 
project. 
Exhibit 4.2: Irradiance Table and Generation Calculations 
 
4.5: Computation of Real and Nominal EBITDA 
Revenue is calculated by multiplying the net power generation by a hypothetical sales price 
per kWh, and Operational Expenses are computed in the same manner. EBITDA = Gross 
Revenue – Operational Expenditures. To calculate the Nominal values, these figures are 
multiplied by an inflation index. 
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Exhibit 4.3: Computation of Real and Nominal EBITDA 
 
5. AUDIT ORACLE TOOLKIT CREATION & VALIDATION 
5.1 Python Package Requirements 
This presentation makes use of the Python language (version 3.0 +), and three free, readily 
accessible packages: xlwings, NumPy, and the Jupyter Notebook interface. For users new to 
Python, the easiest way to access the bundle is by going to http://continuum.io/downloads, 
and download the relevant open-source Anaconda distribution package. Anaconda includes 
all the prerequisites above, and many more. 
Python, and its various packages, may be best understood by first examining a familiar 
exhibit: the Excel Home ribbon. 
Exihbit 5.1: Excel Home Ribbon 
 
Imagine Excel if all it had were basic arithmetic capacities, and perhaps simple formatting 
from the home tab. The capabilities provided in the Formulas, Data and Charting tabs are all 
still available, only they would require separate installation. This is the case with Python. By 
downloading only the Python language, we have installed a platform for additional 
functionality. Each additional package installed adds specific functionality ranging from 
numerical computing (NumPy package), integration with Excel (xlwings package), and an 
accessible user interface (IPython/Jupyter Notebooks). Additional standard packages of note 
for spreadsheet users, which will not be discussed in this paper, are the Pandas package for 
data analysis, and the Matplotlib package for charting and graphing. 
5.2 Creating the Oracle: Defining an Approach 
In the spreadsheet example above, a simple spreadsheet model was created to compute real 
and nominal EBITDA for the operations of a 500kWp solar plant. Thiswas done by 
organizing the model into small sections of 2-3 calculations, each building off the next. This 
approach will be replicated as we reconstruct the model in Python’s Jupyter Notebook 
interface by creating a series of user defined functions with the same outputs. 
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5.3 Creating & Testing the Kit Step-by-Step 
Step 1: Open the Jupyter Notebook App and Import Required Packages 
As mentioned earlier, the two key packages (also referred to as libraries)to be utilized in this 
walkthrough are xlwings and NumPy. xlwingsenables a to link to any running spreadsheet 
instances, and access any of the workbook’s artefacts. NumPyis Python’s main 
scientific/numerical computing package, driven largely by array-wise calculations similar to 
those described in Swan 2016. These packages provide the basis for our calculations and 
modelling. 
Libraries make up the open source ecosystem, and this is one of the key areas where VBA and 
more open source technologies begin to diverge. As the packages are imported, a 
“namespace” is created which enables the user to reference the library’s capabilities. In the 
first cell below, the libraries are imported “as” abbreviations. This is standard practice and 
creates abbreviated namespaces within the program, allowing the user to access each object or 
action within the library by calling the abbreviation. 
Exhibit 5.2: Importing packages “as” abbreviated namespaces. 
 
Step 2: Create User Defined Functions 
This paper will approach modelling in Python by defining a series of functions, their 
respective parameters (inputs), and their returns (outputs). Math and logic come first, inputs 
come later. As in the Excel example, calculations are segmented into small pieces. While 
segmentation to this extent isn't necessary when building complete end-use models in Python, 
it is critical to this approach of auditing. Each of these functions can be easily reused, or 
combined into one, once the user is comfortable with the logic. 
In addition to the function’s logic, the function’s use can be described with a callable 
“docstring”. If another user wishes to use the function, but is unsure how it works, the user 
only needs to run a command with the function name and a question mark, which will prompt 
a help screen with the function’s documentation. This feature applies to any documented 
objects, modules, or functions in Python. The ease of access of this documentation represents 
a significant departure from methods required by Excel or VBA. 
Exhibits 5.3-5 below show the creation of a function to calculate nominal power generation 
with a docstring included, a call to the newly created function’s documentation, and the rest 
of the functions required to mirror the Excel model with comments in place of full 
documentation for concision. 
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Exhibit 5.3: Creating a function with built-in documentation. 
 
Exhibit 5.4: Calling the function’s documentation interactively. 
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Exhibit 5.5: Formulas documented with comments to mirror Excel model.  
 
 
Step 3: Define Model Inputs by Calling from Excel Workbook 
• Using xlwings, ranges can be called by named ranges, cell values, or by selecting the 
first value of an array, and using the expand option. 
• The Excel workbook needs to be open to call values from it. 
• Similar to VBA, Python is "object-oriented"; there is a defined hierarchy in objects 
such as xw.Book('eusprig_solar.xlsm').sheets['Model'] where the highest level, xw is 
the namespace of the xlwings package previous imported, and Book is an object 
defined within the namespace. 
 
Exhibit 5.6: Linking to Excel Workbook and Importing Assumption Values 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 4: Perform Excel Model Steps in Python 
• Running the model is a matter of calling functions we created earlier.  
• The Nominal EBITDA output has been printed to examine at the raw result.  
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• N.B. Input parameters from Step 3 (above) have been namedto match the function 
parameters. Just as in Excel or VBA, consistency in naming conventions is of high 
importance. 
Exhibit 5.7: Defining Output Variables by Running Functions Created in Step 2 
 
Step 5: Compare and Validate Results between Python Calculations and Excel 
General Approach: 
• Best practice: start from the last calculation. In this case, nominal EBITDA. 
• Use np.allclose(), and np.isclose() comparison functions evaluate results within a set 
tolerance. 1x10^5 set as default. 
• Use np.where() to determine cell locations - similar to Excel's MATCH function. 
 
Other Practical Considerations: 
• The range called in Excel contains extra columns as contingencies for a delayed 
operating start: calculations are housed within the spreadsheet framework, whereas in 
Python, calculations only as long as required. To adjust for this, we need to resize the 
Excel array to isolate only the columns used in the calculation. 
• These columns can be isolated by "slicing" larger array to appropriate size. This is 
done by adding brackets after an array name. 
• To take the appropriate "slice", we have adjust for Python's zero-based indexing. 
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Exhibit 4.8: Confirming Model Equivalency and Accuracy 
 
 
 
6. AUDITING CALCULATIONS 
6.1 Finding the Error: Approach Overview 
Now that the oracle has been created and validated, it can be used to test against erratic 
spreadsheets with the same goal. In this section, a common financial modelling error has been 
introduced to an undisclosed section of the spreadsheet model. This section will walk step-by-
step through the oracle’s use, with help from the previously mentioned NumPy functions, 
allclose(), isclose() and where(). 
6.2 Using the Python Oracle to Find the Error: Step-by-Step 
Step 0: Replaying Our Last Calculation with New Information 
As seen below, replaying the previous validation command returns a False output. The 
calculations do not match up. 
Exhibit 6.1: Retesting Model Equivalency 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 1: Step Backwards to Find Correct Sections 
A series of print statements enables the user to “step backwards” through the major 
calculation points of the model to in an attempt to isolate an area where the error has been 
introduced. Calculations such as inflation or degradation would be skipped in this initial 
section as they are additive to more major breakpoints, and would be exploredonly if our 
initial search warranted it. 
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Exhibit 6.2: Testing Model Modules with a Broad Scope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 2: Drilling Down on Errors 
Above, the Nominal Generation calculations return True, while Net Generation remains False. 
Thisleavestwo possible areas to look for drill down for errors: the Degradation Index 
calculation, and the Net Generation calculation. 
From here, we can run two tests. As the degradation index has not yet been compared, we will 
call the np.allclose() function once more. As Jupyter’s interface allows for multiple 
commands at a time, Net Generation can be examined further in the same block further by 
testing for similarity between each element in the array (as seen below). 
Exhibit 6.3: Testing with a Higher Level of Detail 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As results above are examined, the outputs show that the Degradation Index is not the source 
of error. The Net Generation np.isclose() output shows that while the first “cell” in the array is 
correct, the rest are not. By drilling down on initial tests, the source of the error has been 
identified. 
This error is immediately guessable: the first cell in an array was edited, but not unlikely 
pasted across. 
Step 3: Identifying Problematic Excel Cells 
Above, results showed that the first cell of the Net Generation array is correct, and likely not 
pasted across. This is easy to see visually because it occurs at the beginning of the array. But 
what if it was somewhere in the middle of the array? By calling the Excel range object of the 
array, without appending it with a “.value” method, we can use the np.where function and 
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some indexing (as seen below in Exhibit 6.4) to return the correct and erratic cells of the 
array. 
Exhibit 6.4: Identifying the Error Cell Locations 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has sought to provide the foundations for developing an alternative to building test 
oracles in MS Excel by laying the groundwork in the Python language for a predominantly 
spreadsheet-oriented audience. Embedded in this paper is the notion that while Excel might be 
the current de facto tool for financial modelling, less risky alternatives exist which – when 
used appropriately – can replicate and build on many capabilities traditionally found in Excel.  
The numerous steps shown in this paper could be safely, and concisely shortened. While the 
current lack of adoption among the financial community is a hindrance, the Python language 
presents itself as a strong alternative to the risks associated with spreadsheet model risk due to 
recent innovations in usability such as the Jupyter Notebook interface, and the language’s 
highly legible syntax. Calculations are clear, wordiness is low, and the amount of 
programming knowledge required to reconstruct Excel-oriented analysis tools is accessible to 
the average spreadsheet professional. 
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